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Ancient Wisdo

Performance

Technolog

Uploading ancient technology on the virtual-spiritual world, Dambi conducts researches
on herbs & plants to produce functional foods and drinks and invite guests to holistic
experiences in a verbal/non-verbal way.
Based on environment, nature intelligence, science, philosophy, anthropology, sensoryanalysis and modern technology, her ritual-esque service is experimental yet possesses a
certain message for humanity.
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With her practice, she hopes for a revival of a lost connection between human and nonhuman beings in a playful manner. She is currently based in Berlin and Seoul working on
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tea & incense ceremony master
herbal researcher & alchemis
performance artist

Ancient Wisdom
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“DAMBI’s herbal tea blends are by nature and seasonal changes
tea blends: summer sunset / deep blue sea / countryside barn / christmas tree

Herbal Foraging
Tea Ceremony + Incense Making
Workshop @ Loewenhaus,
Gerswalde, Germany Aug 18th, 201
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My herbal recipes are made using western and
eastern medicinal herbs. It is however not only
con ned to herbalism, it represents my overall
artistic approach towards my practice. I combine
both ancient and modern techniques as well as
both western and eastern ideologies. I love
combining the two far ends of something as it
gives us so much to learn from two different
perspectives.

Tea Ceremony
& Incense Making Workshop
@ Fiskars Art & Design Biennale
in Fiskars Village, Finland
July 12th - 14th, 201
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It was the rst art & design biennale in
Fiskars craftsmen’s village close to
Helsinki. A group of contemporary artists
displayed ecological art installation in every
corner of the village. Curated by Jenni
Nurmenniemi, we delved into how to
become better at living together while
dealing with differences. I participated in
this exhibition by giving tea ceremonies and
incense making workshops

Tea & Incense Ceremony
@ ITO projekt-raum, Stuttgart, Germany
July 27th - 28th, 201
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Ito is a project room by a german artist, Peter Granser with
strong Japanese aesthetics. Behind the gallery, a humble
tearoom was built by a Japanese architect where I was giving
an incense ceremony. By burning the small wooden pieces of
hiba, hinoki and camphor, it felt like a trip to the mountainous
ranges in Japan in the middle of Germany. I also served
summery lotus ower tea and iced watermelon matcha.

Performance

.


Inspired by seasonal cycles of nature, DAMBI also takes incense ceremonies
on a perforative and theatrical context to reach a bigger audience

THE TEA ROOM for Welt ohne Aussen immersion/Berliner Festspiele
@ Martin-Gropius-Bau, Berlin
June 6th - Aug 5th, 201
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Welt Ohne Aussen was a group exhibition which showed participatory artworks since 1960 up until
2018. My tearoom was at the last stage of the exhibition where guests could enter into the calm state
of mind after a series of overwhelming immersive experiences. It was my rst debut on Berlin Biennale
as a tea artist. Through the course of 2 months, I used this tearoom just like my studio where I
developed my multi-sensory workshops and performances such as tea & incense ceremony and
calligraphy workshop on oriental philosophy, writing tao the ching. (After the tearoom, there was a
workshop room where international artists presented their own experimental participatory workshops.

Paula Canovas Del Vas
2020 A
@ Salon De Musique,
Paris, Franc
January 202
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It was my last overseas ceremony before the
pandemic in Paris during the fashion week.
Spanish fashion designer, Paula made diablo
shoes with spiky devil’s horns on the toes. I
was inspired by her work that I came up with
medicinal herbal concoction using Deer’s
horn Reishi mushrooms as well as licorice
roots, dried dates, and rhemania roots. In
Chinese medicine, these dark rhemania roots
are steamed 9 times to increase its potency,
thus giving off pitched-black color in the
herbal infusion. I also made a set of
brooches and necklaces using these
medicinal herbs.
I served the tea in the diablo porcelain made
by American ceramist, Jack Wooley.

Mass Live Tea & Incense Ceremony
@ Cociety
Seoul, Kore
October 202
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It was my rst large-scale tea & incense ceremony for a group of 60 people in collaboration
with other creators. I invited over people to a fumigated tearoom using a smoke-machine,
with a low- hiphop music played by the DJs. Transparent yet colorful acrylic installations by
a Korean artist were displayed in the same space which also gave another experience by
appreciating the changing layers of the artworks as you walk around them. As you move, you
could observe the subtle changes in light re ected in the artworks. I rst welcomed the
guests speaking on the microphone and guided them through the experience. I helped them
to engage their bodily senses in every corner of the room. I hosted it 6 times throughout the
day and night to observe the differences in light, temperature, tasting, smelling, hearing and

In the Spirit of Plants:
Incense Ceremony
@ Gallery Nine
Seoul, Kore
October 2, 202
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It was my rst written performative work about the incense dance ritual. I wrote my
own screen play in a dramaturgical context to symbolize the relationship between
human and plants and honor the God of the Earth. Plants, human and all the living
beings in the universe are born with good nature or spirituality which transcends
merely a religious point of view. All the plant healers on this planet have always had
a profound understanding about the plants and played a role as a spiritual guide
within the tribe to connect the earthly and the heavenly by worshiping holy spirits of
herbs in a form of a ritual. In this piece, the plant healer goes on a foraging journey
to gather sacred herbs in the wilderness. She then makes a slow ceremonial
dance, kindling herbal incense bundles with the collected herbs to thank the
goddess of the Earth, Gaia who governs the planet we are living on.

Technology
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With the pandemic,
Dambi recognized the importance of
modern technology and science to integrate in her analog practic

Xenofauna
Tea & Incense Ceremony
with haptic hanbok & arti cial cloud machine
@ Tieranatomisches Theater
Berlin, German
7th January 202
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The XenoFauna ceremonial out t ‘Haptic Hanbok’ is a wearable haptic device introduced by Yoonha Kim, in collaboration with
a team of researchers to translate an anthropological exploration on East Asian technology with Korean traditional clothes
makers and acupuncturists. The XenoFauna ceremonial site is held at the Tieranatomisches theater, where animal cadavers
were dissected for the training of veterinarians in the 1800s. At the heart of the round temple, ‘Enveloping Atmosphere’ a cloud
making machine is devised by Clemens Winkler to visualize a mutual interaction with airborne particles engaged in breathing,
temperatures and living organisms on human body.

Healthy Tea Bar Exhibitio
@ Coex Hall
Seoul, Kore
August 202
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It was my very rst attempt to combine my bio-science
knowledge in my practice. The importance of immune system
was higher than even after the Covid-19. I happened to utilize
the open-source of protein data bank which is called PDB last
year. I was hypnotized by the molecular crystallographic 3D
structures of pharmaceutical medicine and diseases. I came up
with visualizing my own observation of medicinal plants and
corals, medicinal drugs as well as common diseases like
Covid-19, salmonella, Alzheimer. That’s when I rst started
exercising very hard to keep my body t. I designed the whole
booth using the 3D images of nutritional supplements and also
made both non-nutritious and nutritious t-shirts to raise
awareness of health promotion. I hosted a healthy tea bar
experience by inviting people to my health center with the help
of my cute healthy fairies. Basically when people come into this
place, you rst have to make a simple workout move 10 times
per set and then you will be rewarded with a choice of colorful
triple energy shots with healthy protein snacks. You can also be
educated on health promotion by watching a 3D news on
climate changes, environment, as well as medical and

Love Potion Aphrodisiac
Audio Visual Recip
for Yugen Mobile App
@ Porto Design Biennal
July 202
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This is my most recent work
presented at Porto Design Biennale
in 2021. It was commissioned by a
Russian curator, Alexander
Burenkov who developed a daily
ritual app called Yugen. Yugen in
Japanese means ‘a profound
understanding on nature.’ Hence, I
contributed my audio/visual recipe
on Love Potion which I created on
Valentine’s Day for lovers. In this
video, I list the medicinal herbs that I
use to make the love potion. Then I
gradually demonstrate how to make
a love potion syrup and a love potion
shot by using a dropping pipette in a
shot glass. I nish the video on how
to make a love potion chocolate

Mind Temple
Augmented Reality
Mobile Ap
January 2022

Protein Worl
Digital Painting
+ VR Experienc
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January 2022

Stay calm & peaceful with DAMBI’s tearoom
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Thank Yo

